Amos Tutuola began writing out of boredom
In 1948 he had taken job as messenger in the Government Labour Department in Lagos an unsatisfactory job1 he said which left him with lot of free time on his hands
The job must have been something of comedown for him for he had had six years of schooling some professional training as blacksmith and experience working as coppersmith for the RAF during the war But post-war demobili zation had thrown him out of work and after an unsuccessful attempt to start his own workshop and year of unemployment he was ready to trade in his apron for uniform The trouble with his new job was that often there was nothing at all for him to do So to keep himself busy during office hours he started to write down on scrap paper the stories he heard on Sundays from an old man on palm plantation He has spoken of composing his first story The Wild Hunter the Bush of Ghosts because in day cannot sit down doing nothing was just playing at it My intention was not to send it to anywhere. All six of longer works follow similar narrative pattern hero or heroine with supernatural powers or access to supernatural assistance sets out on journey in quest of something important and suffers incredible hardships before successfully accomplishing his mission Invariably he ventures into unearthly realms performs arduous tasks fights with fearsome monsters endures cruel tortures and narrowly escapes death Sometimes he is accompanied by relative or by loyal companions sometimes he wanders alone But he always survives his ordeals attains his objective and usually emerges from his nightmarish experiences wiser wealthier man His story is told in an unorthodox but curiously expressive idiom which is nearly as unpredictable as the bizarre adventures he undergoes in outlandish fantasy worlds
The critics who have ventured to comment on peculiar ities have almost without exception tried to relate his works to more familiar forms of oral or literary expression This is an understandable ploy one which puts the critic at ease while exploring bewildering new territory but is has led to unfortunate terminological confusion Gerald Moore for example argues that affinities are really with Bünyan Dante and Blake rather than with the Western novel He is something much rarer and more interesting than another novelist he is visionary and his books are prose epics.1 Ann Tibbie objecting to such ambitious comparisons and wideof-the-mark praise reduces books to blend of psycholog ical fantasy myth and fable but concedes they are fine fairy Nigerian critic asserts that Tutuola stands within the Yoruba tradition and not only makes extensive use of the material of Yoruba folklore but also models the formal organization of that material on the folktale about the hunter who ventures into the bad bush or the wrestler who takes his mortal challenge to the denizens of the spirit world.4 In similar vein John Ramsaran
West Indian who teaches in Nigeria notes that writings preserve at least two essential qualities of the native folktale its dramatic spirit and its identity as lived experience integrated into the whole of life as seen and felt by the writer.5 Another Nigerian Emmanuel Obiechina conceives of writing in the context of transition between the oral tradition and the literary tradition.6 Thus in seeking some common ground on which to come to grips with Tutuola critics have applied variety of familiar labels to his works
The trouble with such labels is not that they differ but that they are too often applied so loosely or with so little backing that they fail to stick
The critic is content to merely suggest likely parallel or link or source without bothering to present evidence to show that the suggestion has some validity Assumptions take the place of research For example although everyone seems to agree that Tutuola has his roots in oral tradition they differ markedly in their estimates of how deeply into cultures other than his own these roots extend
The comparative mythologists who draw parallels between works and Indo-European narratives have arrived at some interesting conclusions but modest research effort shows that critics who sift the evidence available on native soil are on the safest and most rewarding ground Among the few remarks Tutuola has made on his own writing is the statement that he heard the story of The Palm-Wine Drinkard from very old man on Yoruba palm plantation amusing account of this incident is worth quoting in full After roasting big yam the old man had offered Tutuola palm-wine He started to serve the wine with bamboo tumbler This bamboo tumbler was as deep as glass tumbler but it could contain the palm-wine which could reach half bottle Having taken about four my body was not at rest at all it was intoxicating me as if was dreaming But when he noticed how was doing he told me to let us go and sit down on the bank of big river which is near the farm for fresh breeze which was blowing here and there with strong power
Immediately we reached there and sat under the shade of some palm trees which collected or spread as tent fall aslept After an hour he woke me up and came to normal condition at that time When he believed that could enjoy what he wanted to tell me then he told me the story of the Palm-Wine Drinkard.1
On several other occasions Tutuola has admitted that he has always enjoyed hearing and telling folktales Geoffrey Parrinder reports that Tutuola has told me how he and his boyhood playmates would listen to such yarns on their farms in the evening.2 In an interview Tutuola said When was attending school ...] was always telling folklore stories short stories to the other children in the school So from the beginning always liked to listen to the old people in my village when they were telling short stories in the night.3
Tutuola has also stated that he began writing because it seemed necessary to write down the tales of my country since they will soon all be forgotten.4 In recent letter he explained wrote the Palm-Wine Drinkard for the people of the other countries to read the Yoruba folk-lores My purpose of writing is to make other people to understand more about Yoruba people and in fact they have already understood us more than ever before. This was the devil or rather the many devils of way off and among those creatures dubiously alive whom he encountered were an image with two long breasts with deep eyes female cream image quarter-of-a-mile total stranger with no head feet or hands but one large eye on his topmost an unsoothing something with flood-light eyes big as hippopotamus but walking upright animals cold as ice and hairy as sandpaper who breathed very hot steam and sounded like church bells and beautiful complete gentle man who as he went through the forest returned the hired parts of his body to their owners at the same time paying rentage and soon became fullbodied gentleman reduced to skull Luckily the drinkard found nne wife on his travels and she bore him child from her thumb but the child turned out to be abnormal pyromaniac smasher to death of domestic animals and bigger drinkard than its father who was forced to burn it to ashes And out of the ashes appeared half- As can be inferred from this incomplete summary The Palm-Wine Drinkard is pure fantasy voyage of the imagination into nevernever land of magic marvels and monsters But the beings and doings in this fantasy world are not entirely unfamiliar
The journey to the land of the dead the abnormal conception the monstrous child the enormous drinking capacity the all-providing magical object the tree-spirits the personifications the fabulous monsters these are standard materials of oral tradition the stuff folktales are made of all over the world The palm-wine drinkard himself appears at first to be an unprom ising hero He has after all done nothing but drink palm-wine all his life But once he starts on his journey to Deads Town his extraordinary cleverness and unusual powers of endurance enable him to circumvent or survive numerous misadventures He carries with him substantial supply of juju so he can transform himself at will whenever he gets into tight corner However even though he is part-trickster part-magician part-superman he cannot over come every adversary or extricate himself from every difficult situation supernatural helpers have to come to his assistance from time to time Eventually he finds his tapster in Deads Town but cannot persuade him to re-enter the world of the alives The palm-wine drinkard and his wife leave Deads Town and several adventures later arrive home only to discover that their people are starving Heaven and Land have had bitter quarrel and Heaven has refused to send rain to Land
The ensuing drought and famine have killed millions The palm-wine drinkard springs into action and in short time manages to feed the remaining multitudes settle the cosmic dispute end the drought and famine and restore the world to normal function ing order
The unpromising hero who had set out on his quest with limited powers and purely selfish ambitions becomes in the end miracle worker the savior and benefactor of all mankind He changes in other words from typical folktale hero into typical epic hero Such change does not take him outside the stream of oral tradition London Observer July 1952 Further evidence that The Palm-Wine Drinkard is largely derived from oral tradition can be found in the inner structure of the story Some critics have overlooked this evidence because they have focused only on the overall narrative pattern Gerald Moore for example praising grasp of basic literary forms describes the palmwine deliberate quest for his dead palm-wine tapster quest in the course of which the drinkard experiences many trials labors and revelations as variant of the cycle of the heroic monomyth Departure-Initiation-Return.1 This is perceptive comment on the overall narrative pattern but close examination of the inner structure of the way in which individual episodes are constructed set in sequence and woven together suggests that Tutuola should be credited with grasp of the basic forms of spoken art rather than with grasp of basic literary forms. Indeed the fact that the story consists entirely of series of short separable episodes immediately arouses suspicion that it is little more than collection of traditional tales strung together on the lifeline of common hero This suspicion is strengthened when we find many of these episodes rounded off with closing formulas e.g. This was how got wife That was how we got away from the long white creatures That was how we were saved from the Unknown creatures of the UnreturnThis was the end of the story of the bag which carried from the bush to the wrong town Several episodes even have etiological endings e.g. So that since the day that had brought Death out from his house he has no permanent place to dwell or stay and we are hearing his name about in the world 16 Etiological tales and closing formulas are quite common in West African oral tradition
The Palm-Wine neat cyclical narrative pattern rests on very loosely coordinated inner structure The hero is involved in one adventure after another but these adventures are not well integrated Like boxcars on freight train they are independent units joined with minimum of apparatus and set in seemingly random and interchangeable order
There is no foreshadowing of events no dramatic irony no evidence of any kind that the sequence of events was carefully thought out Tutuola appears to be improvis ing as he goes along and employing the techniques and materials of oral narrative art in his improvisations
To search for an orderly system or well-developed artistic pattern in the succession of disjointed episodes in The Palm-Wine Drinkard MOORE 44 Here Moore cites Joseph CAMPBELL The Hero with Thousand Faces New York 1949) study of the monomyth PWD pp 31 43 95 Henceforth page numbers will be noted in the text is to search for symmetry in chaos for deliberate design in chance Some critics have risen to the challenge with bold imagination Gerald Moore has found it of the utmost significance that the first of all the trials imposed upon the Palm-Wine Drinkard in his journey is the binding and bringing of Death It stands as clear enough indication that the adventure is not merely journey into the eternal African Bush but equally journey into the racial imagination into the sub-conscious into that Spirit World that every where co-exists and even overlaps with the world of waking .1
Unfortunately this interesting creative interpretation is built on factual error The first of the trials imposed upon the palm-wine drinkard in his journey is not the binding and bringing of Death but rather the fetching of an unnamed object from an unnamed blacksmith in an unnamed town An old man has promised to tell the drinkard where his tapster is if the drinkard can accomplish this impossible task
The drinkard succeeds in fetching the object and the old man instead of rewarding him sets him still more impossible task the binding and bringing of Death When the drinkard accom plishes this dreadful task the old man and all the rest of the people the town flee in terror The plot of this adventure resembles that found in many folktales hero must perform impossible tasks in order to gain important information Each successive task is more difficult to perform When the hero succeeds in performing the most difficult task usually one in which he must risk his life the task-setter amazed and terrified flees and never bothers the hero again
In such tales the function of the impossible tasks is to provide opportunities for an extraordinary hero to display his extraordinary abilities But neither the tasks nor the special skills coping with them need figure in the tale again Each successful performance of an impossible task can stand as complete and independent tale within the main tale an event which need not be closely related to previous or subsequent events And such is the case in the episode of the binding and bringing of Death Nothing in this episode carries over into other episodes The triumph over Death is not permanent he soon faces threats on his life again What is most significant about this first contest with Death is not its place in the overall narrative pattern but its place in one segment of the inner structure not in other words the fact that it launches the reader on journey into the eternal African Bush the racial imagination the subconscious or the MOORE pp [44] [45] [46] African Spirit World but the fact that it has the form place and function of an enclosed motif in an extended folktale This episode affords structural evidence of debt to oral tradition The style of The Palm-Wine Drinkard is essentially an oral style The story is told by the drinkard himself and right from the beginning we sense that he is speaking not writing of his experiences Here are his first words was palm-wine drinkard since was boy of ten years of age had no other work more than to drink palm-wine in my life In those days we did not know other money except COWRIES so that everything was very cheap and my father was the richest man in our town My father got eight children and was the eldest among them all of the rest were hard workers but myself was an expert palm-wine drinkard was drinking palm-wine from morning till night and from night till morning By that time could not drink ordinary water at all except palm-wine But when my father noticed that could not do any work more than to drink he engaged an expert palm-wine tapster for me he had no other work more than to tap palm-wine every day So my father gave me palm-tree farm which was nine miles square and it contained 560000 palm-trees and this palm-wine tapster was tapping one hundred and fifty kegs of palm-wine every morning but before clock p.m.
would have drunk all of it after that he would go and tap another 75 kegs in the evening which would be drinking till morning So my friends were uncountable by that time and they were drinking palm-wine with me from morning to late hour in the night 7)
The entire story is told in this naive tall-tale style an idiom which preserves the flavor and rhythm of speech Mabel Jolaoso Yoruba reviewer of books notes that the loose structure of his sentences his roundabout expressions and his vivid similes essentially African remind one very forcibly of the rambling old grandmother telling her tale of spirits in the ghostly light of the moon. In sum it is evident that The Palm-Wine Drinkard has been greatly influenced by oral tradition
The hero appears to be compos ite of the heroes found most frequently in West African oral narratives the trickster the magician the superman the unpromising hero the culture hero and he tells his story an oral style The story itself is little more than cleverly woven string of loosely connected episodes many of which appear to have been borrowed or derived from folktales
The content structure and style of The Palm-Wine Drinkard reveal that Tutuola is not novelist but writer of concate nated folktales.3
It is not difficult to prove that many of the folktales Tutuola uses exist in Yoruba oral tradition Any sizable collection of Yoruba tales will yield number of parallels and some of most striking episodes can be found in more than one collection For example the celebrated passage
The Palm-Wine Drinkard in which beautiful complete gentleman lures lady deep into the forest and then dismembers himself returning the hired parts of his body to their owners and paying rentage until he is reduced to humming skull appears in at least four different versions in Yoruba folktale collections. of the all-providing magical object which produces nrst an abundance of food and later an abundance of whips.1 Many other tales and motifs in this book the quarrel between heaven and earth2 the carrying of sacrifice to heaven3 the tiny creature that makes newlycleared fields sprout weeds4 the enfant the magical transfor mations6 can be documented as traditional among the Yoruba For those that cannot be so documented we have the word of Adeboye Babalola prominent Yoruba scholar that the Yoruba are lovers of the marvellous the awe-inspiring the weird the eerie It is small minority of Yoruba folk-tales that concern human beings only The great majority of the tales feature human beings animals behaving like humans and often also superhuman beings demons ogres deities.7
Further confirmation of debt to Yoruba oral tradition comes from his Yoruba critics who insist that his stories are well-known.8
They are known not only in Yorubaland but throughout West Africa
The distinguished anthropologist Melville Herskovits remarks in the introduction to collection of Fon tales from Dahomey that it will be instructive for one who reads the narratives in this volume to go to books with the motifs and orientations of the tales given here in mind He will find them all.9 Though this is certainly an overstatement it serves to emphasize the fact that folktales known to the Yoruba are known to other West African peoples as well tale of the self-dismembering complete gentleman for instance has been found among the Fon of Dahomey10 the lbo11 Foreword to MLBG and others warn her not to but she feels she must One hundred and twenty pages later she is fed up with poverty and punishment She has been kidnapped sold into slavery beaten starved almost beheaded set afloat on river in sealed coffin carried off by an eagle imprisoned tree trunk half-swallowed by boa constrictor attacked by satyr shrunk and put in bottle bombarded by stone-carrying phoenix and petrined to rock Fortunately she is talented girl who can sing well enough to wake the dead and she gets plenty of assistance from girl-friends gods and friendly gnome so that in the end she manages to return home to her mother Then Having rested for some days she was going from house to house she was warning all the children that it was great mistake to girl who did not obey her parents Indeed it is conceivable that he got both the idea of writing stories and the idea of submitting them for publication from seeing works in print The title of first short story The Wild Hunter the Bush of Ghosts which was not written for publication is suspiciously close to the title of first novel Ogboju Ode Ninu Igbo Irunmale
And there is abundant evidence in critical articles5 and English translations of excerpts from fiction6 that influence on Tutuola extends well beyond titles Olubummo Yoruba critic describes the general pattern of first four books in the following manner One fine day brave hunter finds his way into thick jungle in search of big game He encounters the most fearful monsters fights with giant snake with human head and wrestles with ghost with one eye in front and one eye at the back of his head Armed with his gun the charms of his fore fathers and an unshakable belief in an omnipotent God he comes out success fully in all these encounters On returning home he is appointed by the chief of his town to lead group of men to far-off land in search of wisdom They miss their way into the outskirts of hell and wander through curious places like the city of dirt where nobody has ever thought of the idea of having bath and the city where all the inhabitants eat drink laugh or weep simulta neously After more trouble and hair breadth escapes they reach their goal and return home richer and wiser. This sounds very much like description of books In addition to the quest the monsters and the curious places one nnds some of the same motifs e.g. the city of dirt1 the hunter in search of game2 the outskirts of hell.3 Moreover Ulli Beier compares plot structure to rambling somewhat disorganized fairy tale It is succession of adventures loosely strung together.4 This could serve as an excellent characterization of plots But there are several significant differences between Fagunwa and Tutuola Ulli Beier notes that although there are elements of tradi tional Yoruba folktales in books he does not draw as heavily on Yoruba folklore as Tutuola Most of the stories are invented many of them are also taken from European tradition.5 Tutuola writing in foreign language and largely for foreign audience remains more closely tied to Yoruba oral tradition Beier goes on to state that Tutuola differs from Fagunwa in two major points Tutuola does not moralize and he is never sentimental Fagunwa is much more Christian writer one who loses no opportunity to moralize and improve his reader He can also be sentimental and even sloppy.6 Although Beier overlooks tendency to append folktale morals to many of his heroes adventures he is quite right about the absence of missionary zeal and sentimental ity in his writing
Olubummo confirms that code of morality and philosophy of life are decidedly Christian
In this connection it is interesting to compare him with writer like Amos Tutuola whose ideas of right and wrong on the whole seem to spring from more indigenous sources.7
Aside from these differences they are in the same class Beier claims that as an observer of the Yoruba mind at work Fagunwa is still unsurpassed but that Tutuola rivals him as story teller.8 Perhaps one reason both are excellent story tellers is that both learned to tell good stories by hearing good stories told Perhaps another reason is that what Tutuola did not learn from oral tradition he learned from Fagunwa PWD pp 44-45 BAH Deads Town PWD pp 90-102 the visit to the Devil AHIP pp 171-193 BEIER 52 Ibid.
54 However OBUMSELU 57 says that they both make extensive use of the material of folklore and West Africa October 1954 917 says that the tales Fagunwa heard in his youth formed in his mind the basis of the fascinating adventure stories for which he is now so well known throughout Yoruba country and Nigerian children in primary and secondary schools are learning the folk-lore of their country through this medium. BEIER 54 OLUBUMMO 29 BEIER 56
Certainly they share lot of common ground Tutuola has been praised for the way he uses the paraphernalia of modern life to give sharpness and immediacy to his imagery.1 The classic example is his description of the terrible red fish in The Palm-Wine Drinkard Its head was just like head but it was as big as an head and it had over 30 horns and large eyes which surrounded the head All these horns were spread out as an umbrella It could not walk but was only gliding on the ground like snake and its body was just like body and covered with long red hair like strings It could only fly to short distance and if it shouted person who was four miles away would hear All the eyes which surrounded its head were closing and opening at the same time as if man was pressing switch on and off pp 79-80)
Arresting images such as the umbrella-like horns and the electrically operated eyes seem quite original but Fagunwa had used images of this sort in his first novel Here is part of description of Agbako an evil spirit His head was long and large the sixteen eyes being arranged around the base of his head and there was no living man who could stare into those eyes without trembling they rolled endlessly round like the face of clock His head was matted with hair black as the hearth and very long often swishing his hips as he swung his legs.2 manner of describing monsters appears to have made profound impression on Tutuola leading him to strive for similar hallucinatory effects Sometimes Tutuola will base an entire scene on something he has read in Fagunwa
In He wore no coat and he wore no trousers he had no hat on his head and tied no cloth round his loins for it was with leaves that the wretch covered his nakedness He had only one eye and that was wide and round like great moon He had no nose at all because his eye was so much bigger than the ordinary bounds of an eye His mouth was as wide as palm and his teeth were like those of lion and these teeth were red as when lion has just finished eating meal of raw meat The body was covered with hair like garment and resembled that of European dog long tuft of hair grew on the top of his head From his shoulder there hung scourge and from MOORE 43 Black Orpheus 15 August 1964) his neck great bag which filled one with fear This bag was smeared all over with blood and on this blood was stuck the down of birds while various medicines were attached to its sides.1
Here is Satyr
He did not wear neither coat nor trousers but he wore only an apron which was soaked with blood Plenty of the soft feathers were stuck onto this apron More than one thousand heads of birds were stuck to all over it He was about ten feet tall and very strong bold and vigorous His head was full of dirty long hairs and the hairs were full up with refuses and dried leaves The mouth was so large and wide that it almost covered the nose The eyes were so fearful that person could not be able to look at them for two times especially the powerful illumination they were bringing out always He wore plenty of juju-beads round his neck pp 73-74) In the strenuous wrestling match that ensues the monster is subdued It is encouraging to note that Tutuola and Fagunwa differ consid erably in their description of this epic struggle and its aftermath Such differences indicate that Tutuola is not merely translating Fagunwa and that he is sensitive to the demands of his own narrative They also suggest that even when he follows Fagunwa most faithfully he does so from memory rather than from printed text that instead of actually plagiarizing he vividly recreates what he best remembers from books knitting the spirit if not the substance of the most suitable material into the loose fibers of his yarn Because Fagunwa occasionally makes use of material from Yoruba oral tradition it is not always easy to tell when Tutuola is borrowing from Fagunwa and when from folktales For example both writers use motifs such as the juju-compass which helps travelers to find their way1 the hall of singing birds which turns out to be trap2 the fierce gatekeeper who must be overcome in combat3 and the deer-woman who marries hunter.4 handling of these motifs may owe more to Yoruba oral tradition than to Fagunwa Indeed it is conceivable that Tutuola seems closest to Fagunwa when Fagunwa is closest to oral tradition Without folktale texts suitable for comparative study it is impossible to accurately assess debts But it can be assumed that books were among those which taught Tutuola how to weave number of old stories into flexible narrative pattern that could be stretched into book contribution to Tutuola should perhaps be measured more in terms of overall structure and descriptive technique than in terms of content Tutuola followed lead and traveled in the same direction but he did not always walk in tracks first two books The Palm-Wine Drinkard and My Life in the Bush of Ghosts got both good and bad reviews European and American readers were on the whole very enthusiastic but number of Nigerian readers were quite angry that books written in such manner by lowly messenger should receive so much publicity and praise abroad
The harshest criticism came from fellow Yoruba Adeagbo Akinjogbin after admitting that he had not read either of books went on to say that from reviews and descriptions of Tutuola it is clear that the author is not an academic man and therefore submit that it is not high literary standard that has attracted so many European and American readers What then Most Englishmen and perhaps French men are pleased to believe all sorts of fantastic tales about Africa continent of which they are profoundly ignorant
The extraordinary books of Mr Tu tuola which must undoubtedly contain some of the unbelievable things in our folklores will just suit the temper of his European readers as they seem to confirm their concepts of Africa No wonder then that they are being read not only in English but in French as well And once this harm call it harm is done it can hardly be undone again. are the proffered models in matters of style all this recognition for translating Yoruba ideas in almost the same sequence as they occur to his mind must indeed be puzzle and shock.1
In the early nineteen-f fties such recognition must have been great embarrassment as well for educated Nigerians in their growing eagerness for political independence were becoming acutely conscious of their image abroad They wanted to give an appearance of modernity maturity competence and sophistication but the naive fantasies of the Lagos messenger projected just the opposite image Gerald Moore suggests that Tutuola aroused the antipathy of some of his countrymen by reminding them of world from which they wanted to escape. Reviewers complained that idiom has lost its charm and spontaneity1 that his effects are good deal more calculated than they used to be2 that there is none of the nightmare fascination of the earlier books3 that attention flags here and there.4 writing now seemed repetitive and deliberately childish rather than pleasingly child-like.5 Since Faber and Faber no longer took pains to cleanse his manuscripts of their grossest linguistic impurities6 he appeared more inarticulate more splintery at times almost unintelligible The Times Literary Supplement in review of Feather Woman of the Jungle recalled the literary sensation first two books had caused There had been nothing quite like them before and the strangeness of the African subject matter the primary colours the mixture of sophistication superstition and primitivism and above all the incantatory juggling with the English language combined to dazzle and intoxicate Novelty-seekers propa gandists for the coloured races professional rooters for the avant-garde any avant-garde anywhere and at any time were alike delighted and none more vociferously than the thinning ranks of the Apocalypse.
But now with the publication of his fifth book which very much is the mixture as before . 
